Reshaping the Future of Concrete Design

Introduction
Curvecrete creates beautifully curved concrete forms
using low-carbon concrete.
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More projects today have sustainability goals and targets including a
reduction in CO2 and waste. Our ground-breaking robotic forming technology,
combined with advanced low-carbon concrete provides a solution to construct
beautiful curved architecture without creating any waste and with a significant
reduction in CO2 emissions.

Benefits of Automated Formwork
Our method of mechanically forming concrete uses a single mould that is totally adjustable and can
produce bespoke curved concrete panels without requiring any formwork. One machine can create
different curved shaped panels repeatedly. This dramatically reduces the complexity and labour
requirements usually involved in the manufacturing process. And because no standard formwork is
required, no timber, steel, fiberglass or polystyrene is used, which would otherwise need to be disposed.
This immediately reduces any waste impact that these materials would have.
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+ Results in a reduction of waste going into landfill
+ Makes striking designs more widely available

Zero Waste in the
forming process

Benefits of Geopolymers
Curvecrete will have a significantly positive impact through reimagining a waste product, fly ash,
that would otherwise lay dormant and risk contaminating groundwater sources with heavy metals.
Advantages of geopolymer concrete
+ Non-combustable
+ More fire resistant than standard concrete
+ Improved durability
Sufficient availability of fly ash:
+ 400 million tonnes (1 Sydharb) of fly ash currently stock piled in Australia
+ Australia produces 12 million tonnes of new fly ash every year
+ 6.8 million tonnes of this is sent to landfill
Produces at least 80% less emissions than portland cement:
+ No calcination of limestone, removing 55% of emissions created in traditional portland 		
cement production
+ Principle reactions in geopolymer cement occur at room temperature, removing the need to
burn large quantities of fossil fuels
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Robotic reconfigurable and
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formwork waste.
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Second to water, concrete
is the most consumed
material on the planet.*

Standard concrete
contributes to 8% of all
global CO2 emissions.**
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*Gagg, Colin R. 2014. “Cement and Concrete as an Engineering Material: An Historic Appraisal
and Case Study Analysis.” Engineering Failure Analysis 40 (May): 114–40.
**Zero Carbon Industry Plan, Rethinking Cement, 2017. Beyond Zero Emissions Inc.

The power of curvature:
curved panels are more
structurally efficient meaning
less concrete is required.
Low-carbon concrete:
Geopolymers produce 80%
less CO2 emissions and are
non-combustable.**

Applications and active projects

Spiral staircases

Bridges and infrastructure

Feature walls and ceilings

Meeting Pods

Pavilions and event spaces

Stadiums and commercial cladding
Bespoke furniture

Our Story
2016-2018
Curvecrete is the result of a three-year research
project developed at the Melbourne School
of Design, the University of Melbourne.
Considerable time, energy, investment and
academic rigour have gone into designing,
building and proving the viability of the robotic
mould.

2018

2019

In late 2018 Curvecrete was awarded the
Best Startup Pitch from the Wade Institute of
Entrepreneurship, part of the Faculty of Business
and Economics at the University of Melbourne.

Accepted into the Melbourne
Accelerator Program (MAP) to
implement an aggressive growth
strategy and identify strategic
partnerships.

2019
Finalists in the National Gallery of Victoria
Design Challenge where Curvecrete
presented a dual solution to the global waste
crisis.

2019
2018

Provided an Innovation Fellowship
at Swinburne University to continue
to develop and commercialise

In 2018 Curvecrete successfully completed
the prestigious University of Melbourne
Translating Research at Melbourne (TRaM)
commercialisation programs.

Curvecrete technology.

2019
Curvecrete wins innovator of the year pitch
for Victorian Government VESKI Fast Smarts
presentation at Federation Square, Melbourne.
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